Universality in cellular automata (CAs), first studied by von Neumann, has attracted much research efforts over the years, especially for CA employing synchronous timing. This paper proposes a computation-and construction-universal CA with a von Neumann neighborhood that is updated in a purely asynchronous way, rather than by the conventional but less efficient way of simulating synchronous CAs on asynchronous CAs. The proposed asynchronous CA is capable of implementing self-reproducing machines. Our model employs strongly symmetric cells with 15 states.
Introduction
With the aim of studying the logical foundations of nontrivial self-reproduction, von Neumann [1] proposed a computation-and construction-universal 29-state cellular automaton (CA) implementing a universal constructor that can construct arbitrary structures in cellular space given their blueprints. Since then, numerous studies have been done on universality and self-reproduction on CAs. A computation-and construction-universal 8-state CA with von Neumann neighborhood was shown by Codd [2] , a 4-state CA by Banks [3] , and a 3-state CA by Serizawa [4] . Since Codd [2] showed that a 2-state CA does not allow boundable propagation and thus cannot be both computationand construction-universal, we conclude that Serizawa's 3-state CA [4] achieves the minimal number of cell states in universal synchronous CAs with von Neumann neighborhood. Banks [3] showed that a 2-state CA is computationuniversal with an infinite configuration. A universal constructor was first completely implemented on von Neumann's CA by Nobili and Pesavento [5, 6] , and they also designed a multi-tape constructor on a modified CA requiring 32 cell states. The constructors in the other universal CAs with reduced cell states may, however, be even larger. Not concerned with universal capabilities, Langton [7] proposed a self-reproducing loop (SRL), which is a small loop capable of nontrivial self-reproduction, but incapable of universal computation and construction. Reggia et al. [8] demonstrated various types of SRLs. Morita et al. [9] showed SRLs that implement the so-called shape-encoding mechanism [10] on a reversible model called partitioned CAs (PCAs), in which each cell state is divided into partitions each of which corresponds with a neighboring cell.
Most investigations into constructability, including von Neumann's, have been limited to synchronous CAs, in which it is assumed that all cells are updated simultaneously in each discrete time step. This updating scheme needs global connectivity for synchronization. As this assumption violates locality-an important motivation for using CAs in the first place-it makes sense to relax it, and use asynchronous CAs (ACAs), i.e., CAs in which cells are updated at random times and independent of each other. Operations on an ACA are considered more difficult than operations on a synchronous CA. Consequently, an ACA is usually employed by simulating a synchronous CA on it, which allows the use of well-established synchronous methods. Called a marching soldiers scheme in [11] , this technique suffers from overhead in terms of cell states and number of transition rules. For example, to simulate a synchronous CA with n states on an ACA, 3n 2 states are needed by Nakamura [12] , Gács [11] , and Nehaniv [13] , 4n 2 states by Toffoli [14] , n 2 + 2n states by Lee et al. [15] , and O(n √ n) states by Peper et al. [16] . As shown in Lee's ACA [15] that simulates the game of life (see [13] for simulation of SRLs), these schemes require each cell to be continuously busy, even when it is not conducting computations, because it needs to approximately keep in pace with its neighboring cells to preserve synchronicity. More efficient schemes to compute on ACAs use their asynchronous nature in a direct way, rather than by simulation, such as Priese's [17] and Golze et al.'s [18] implementations of Petri-nets on Thue systems, which resemble ACAs, though with more complicated rewriting rules. Another scheme of interest is based on the simulation of delay-insensitive (DI) circuits [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] , a type of asynchronous circuit whose correctness is unaffected by arbitrary delays in modules and interconnection lines. Priese [24] implemented DI circuits on Thue systems. Lee et al. [25] showed that DI circuits can be directly embedded on a 5-state ACA with von Neumann neighborhood. Using totalistic transition rules, Adachi et al. showed that DI circuits can be embedded on a 6-state ACA with Moore neighborhood [26] and on a 6-state hexagonal ACA [27] . Peper et al. implemented DI circuits using only 9 and 6 transition rules, respectively, in [28] and [29] , on self-timed CAs (STCAs) [16, 28] , a particular type of ACAs, in which the state of each cell is partitioned like in PCAs. STCAs have also been used to implement universal construction by Takada et al. [30, 31] . Though STCAs tend to allow implementations requiring few transition rules, they suffer from their inability to have neighboring cells undergo transitions simultaneously. Furthermore, unlike conventional models of CAs such as Codd's [2] , their cell states are not strongly symmetric, i.e., rotating a cell gives strictly speaking a different cell state. Due to this, STCAs tend to use more cell states than ACAs implementing the same functionality (e.g., 2 8 = 256 states are required in [30, 31] ).
In this paper, we propose a computation-and construction-universal ACA with von Neumann neighborhood, and show how it can be used to implement self-reproducing machines. Our model employs strongly symmetric cells with 15 states and allows purely asynchronous updating, in contrast to the construction-universal STCA in [30, 31] .
ACAs are considered a promising model for nanocomputer architectures (see also [28] ), as their regularity may simplify mass-manufacturing, and their asynchronous mode of updating may reduce heat dissipation, which is expected to be a major problem on nanometer scale integration densities. An example of the nanocomputing architecture that resembles ACA is molecule cascades proposed by IBM researchers [32] , in which domino-like interaction of molecules suitably arranged on a metal surface results in particular logical functions regardless of the molecules' nondeterministic operations (see also [33] ). Apart from computation universality, construction universality is an important property of such models, because it allows ACAs to be hardware-reconfigurable (e.g., see [34] ) in a self-consistent way using an embedded universal constructor. By adapting its circuit design to a variety of tasks, the reconfigurable architecture offers both high performance and high flexibility over the prevailing stored-program paradigm, whose relatively long distance between memory and processor will be a bottleneck in nanometer-scale computation (see also [35] ). This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, after designing a signal on an ACA, we introduce serial DI primitives embedded in the ACA as passive configurations, and show that the resulting ACA is computation-universal. Section 3 implements a construction arm on the ACA, by which any passive configuration can be constructed in initially blank space. Section 4 demonstrates self-reproduction of a register machine. We finish with conclusions and a discussion in Section 5.
Embedding delay-insensitive circuits in asynchronous cellular automata
The ACA model presented in this paper employs the same framework of ordinary CAs, except that transitions occur randomly. Cells are arranged in a square lattice as shown in Fig. 1 , and each of the cell states is strongly symmetric, 
which looks up the cell's state c and its direct neighbors n, e, s, w (so-called von Neumann neighborhood) and determines its next state c (see Fig. 2 ). We assume that the rules are rotation-symmetric. In our ACA, transitions occur randomly in a parallel manner without the restriction adopted in STCAs [16, 28] and the ACAs in [26] that two neighboring cells never undergo transitions at the same time. If the set of all configurations is denoted by Conf(V ) = {c | c : Z 2 → V } where V is the set of cell states, the transitions of configurations are defined as follows. For any c i , c j ∈ Conf(V ) such that
there exists a transition from c i to c j denoted by c i → c j . For any c s , c t ∈ Conf(V ), we denote c s [12, 25, 36] ). The cell states used in the ACA that embeds DI circuits are denoted by symbols shown in Fig. 3 . The state 0 is a quiescent state used for the background, the states 1 to 3 are for a signal, and the states 4 and 5 are for circuit modules. It should be pointed out that the states 4 and 5 are defined to be completely passive in the sense that any configuration composed of only them stays as it is, not undergoing transitions. This makes it easy for the constructor embedded in the cell space to construct the circuit configurations.
A signal
A signal path is a straight path of quiescent cells between modules, whose length is no less than two cells. A signal [25, 36] is represented by the configuration shown in Fig. 4 . The transition rules required for signal transmission are listed in Table 1 . Figure 5 shows the signal propagating by one cell on a path. First, the quiescent cell adjacent to the core (state-2 cell) is updated to state 3 by Rule #1 (see Table 1 ) and new shields (state-1 cells) are constructed to surround it Table 1 applied to the configurations.
(Rules #2, #3), after which it assumes state 2 (Rule #13). Subsequently, the state-2 cell in the center is updated to state 1 (Rule #11), after which the garbage behind the signal is cleaned up (Rules #5, #7). The signal path can be used as a bi-directional line because of the symmetry of the transition rules. Though a signal can have a wide variety of configurations due to the asynchronicity, it is reliable even when garbage is left on the path by the signals that traveled on or across the path in the past (see [25, 36] for more detail). The rest of the rules not applied in this example are mainly used to clean up such garbage.
When laying out circuits on the ACA of a two-dimensional array special care is required for paths that cross each other, since the collision of two signals on a crossing point would cause a deadlock (see also [25] ). Unlike signals designed in [37] , the signals in our model cannot cope with such a situation. Though more efficient schemes implement a crossing sequencer that makes signals cross each other without collisions whatever the order in which signals arrive at the input paths (see [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] ), it is possible to construct circuits that are merely capable of computation without crossing of simultaneous signals as shown in the following (see also [21, 36] ).
Serial modules
The universal DI circuits in [21, 22] provide an efficient use of the massive parallelism of ACAs. Computation universality can also be implemented without the capability of parallelism [36] , however, by employing a 4-state ACA that embeds a special class of DI circuits called serial modules.
The set of primitive serial modules used here is {Fork, SJoin, Merge, IOM}, whose description and configurations are summarized in Table 2 . The configurations of the modules adopt similar constructions as Lee's [25] , but differ in that the cell states used in our modules are designed to be disjoint with those in the signals. Due to the asynchronicity of the ACA, there are many different ways and orderings in which transitions take place. The configurations of our modules on the ACA and the transition rules are designed to cope with such behavior: all configurations tend to converge to the same end result.
Fork
duplicates a signal into two signals. The transition rules required for a Fork are listed in Table 3 . Figure 6 shows a typical example of configurations in which the Fork operates on an input signal. The core of the input signal enters into the configuration representing a Fork, and new cores are generated on both output paths. The cores go outside of the module, and each forms a signal. Garbage left in the module is eventually cleaned up, and does not affect the subsequent input signals. SJoin is a combinational module with three bi-directional paths, which outputs one signal upon inputting two signals. It requires the rules in Table 4 in addition to some of the transition rules specified above. The rules used for a signal entering into and exiting from the module are shared with the Fork. The operations of an SJoin are shown in Fig. 7 . Merge is a module that merges two input streams into one output. The rules for a merge are listed in Table 5 , and its operation is shown in Fig. 8 . Unlike a PMerge (parallel Merge) in [21, 26, 28, 29] , this Merge cannot operate on two simultaneous signals on both input paths. IOM is an interface module with one bi-directional path, one unidirectional input path and one unidirectional output path. It can be also used as a turn element that changes the direction of a signal path. The additional rules are listed in Table 6 , and the operation is shown in Fig. 9 . In our implementation, the reflection of the configuration can also serve as an IOM.
Computation universality
Computation universality of our ACA is proven via the construction of Morita's rotary element (RE) [38] . An RE is a logic element with four input lines {n, e, s, w}, four output lines {n , e , s , w }, and two states-the H-state and the V-state, which are displayed as horizontal and vertical rotation bars, respectively (see Fig. 10 ). When a signal arrives at one of the input lines of an RE, the RE operates on the signal by possibly changing its state and transmitting the signal to an appropriate output line (see Fig. 11 ). If a signal comes from a direction parallel to the rotation bar of an RE, it passes straight through to the opposite output line, without changing the direction of the bar (Fig. 11(a) ); if a signal comes from a direction orthogonal to the bar, it turns right and rotates the bar by 90 degrees (Fig. 11(b) ). It is possible to construct any (reversible) Turing machine as an infinitely configured circuit consisting of merely REs-denoted as RE-circuit, as shown by Morita [38] , implying that an RE is a universal logic element.
An RE is realizable by the serial DI modules in Table 2 , based on a decomposition into 2 × 2 Joins. A 2 × 2 Join [19, 20] is a combinational module with four input paths and four output paths (see Fig. 12 ). Using three 2 × 2 Joins, we can realize an RE as shown in Fig. 13 (other realizations are found in [21,36] ). The 2 × 2 Join is implemented on the ACA as shown in Fig. 14 , and it can be easily verified that this implementation guarantees all crossing paths to be collision-free. Though the 2 × 2 Joins used in Fig. 13 slightly differ from the original 2 × 2 Join implemented on the ACA with respect to the locations of input/output paths, they can be realized in a collision-free construction similar to Fig.14 . Therefore the 6-state ACA is computation-universal with an infinite configuration. 
Construction arm
An important part of a constructor is a construction arm: it is extended over the cell space, and constructs desired passive configurations (states 4 and 5) on initially quiescent cells (state 0). To realize the construction arm, we need some additional states and transition rules. The 9 states a, b, . . . , i are used in the operations of the arm, and each of them is denoted by its character in figures. New rules to be added to implement the arm do not affect the correct operation of DI modules, though some of the rules facilitate cleaning up garbage of signals. To avoid clutter, these rules and the associated configurations are shown in Appendix A.
The configuration of the arm is shown in Fig. 15 . The arm is divided into two parts: a construction-signal generator and a sheathed path. The generator has I/O paths a and b, which are used to operate the arm. Sending a signal to the path a (respectively b) generates a construction signal called a-signal (b-signal) to the sheathed path, and is accompanied with an acknowledge signal output from one of the two paths. The sheathed path is an arbitrarily extendable path, through which the construction signals are transmitted to its tip. Figure 16 shows some constraints on the shape of the sheathed path. The situation in (c) is required to construct any passive configuration (see also the construction approach shown in Fig. 23 ).
Each operation of the arm is encoded by a sequence of construction signals (see Fig. 17 ). The sequences for extension of the construction arm begin with "a," and those for withdrawal or construction begin with "b." The "construct" operation alters the state of the cell-in-construction to state 4 or 5, and also performs withdrawal. The internal states of the arm are stored in the tip cell, which is initially, when no construction signal is given, in state 5 (see Fig. 15 ).
The construction arm usually returns the acknowledge signal from the same path to which the input signal was sent (see Fig. A.1) . The exception to this is the "withdraw" operation performed when the arm is already rewound: the signal input to a results in an acknowledge signal from b (see Fig. A.8 ).
Finitely configured computer and self-reproduction

Register machine R 2x that computes g(x) = 2x
A register machine [39] is an idealized computer that has a few registers and a fixed program list of commands operating on them. For any register r, we can store an indefinitely large non-negative integer in it, and we have two types of operations on it: r + -increase the register r by one; r − (n)-decrease the register r by one if r > 0, or, go to nth command if r = 0. The program list is a sequence of such register commands, and will be executed sequentially except when branching happens on the decrement command. Clearly the line number of the command is not important but the flow is essential, so, in the following, we illustrate the program list by a directed graph, as shown in Fig. 18 .
We have seen in the previous section that the construction arm can be extended by the sequence "a-a" (see Fig. A.4 ) and withdrawn by the sequence "b-a" (see Fig. A.8) . The acknowledge signal for the withdrawal is returned from either path a or b depending on the status of the operation (see Fig. A.8(c) ): return from path a indicates that the withdrawal succeeded, and from path b indicates that it failed, i.e., the length of the arm was already zero. These operations resemble those of a register machine, whereby the arm is used as a register that stores a non-negative integer as its length. The register commands can be simulated by an RE-circuit as shown in Fig. 19 . The I/O paths labeled r + (respectively r − ) are used for the increment (decrement) of the register: if a signal is input to the input path, the operation is performed on the register and an acknowledge signal is returned from the accompanying output path. An exception to the decrement command is when the register has been already zero (rewound): an acknowledge signal is returned from the output path labeled r φ in that case.
We show an example of a register machine R 2x that computes a function g(x) = 2x. R 2x has two registers r 0 and r 1 . Starting with registers (r 0 , r 1 ) = (x, 0), it ends up with (r 0 , r 1 ) = (g(x), 0) = (2x, 0), where the answer is stored in r 0 . The program list is depicted in Fig. 20(a) , and can be transformed into the RE-circuit shown in Fig. 20(b) . The circuit starts to compute upon being input with a signal on the path "Begin" and finishes by outputting a signal to the path "End." There are two loops in the program: loop1 which, in each iteration, decrements r 0 and increases r 1 by Fig. 18 . The flow of the command r − (n) can be represented as a directed graph, rather than by the commands' line numbers. The commands are usually executed from top to bottom; in case of the exception the flow is changed and goes to the arrow connected to the right. Fig. 19 . Register r for register machine. A signal input to the I/O path labeled r + or r − gives rise to a signal sequence "a-a" or "b-a," respectively, to the arm, extending or withdrawing it, after which an acknowledge signal is returned from an accompanying output path. In case the withdrawal fails, the acknowledge signal is returned from the path r φ rather than r − . Each triangle with one bi-directional path and two unidirectional I/O paths is the IOM (see Table 2 ). Table 2 ). two while r 0 > 0, resulting in the registers (r 0 , r 1 ) = (0, 2x) after exiting the loop; and loop2 which simply swaps the two registers.
Using the registers and REs that carry out all logical work, we can implement any register machine on our ACA as a finite configuration, in a similar way to the above example (see also [40] for the construction of the register machine using REs). Since the register machine can be programmed to compute any Turing computable function [39] , the ACA is now proven to be computation-universal with a finite configuration. This is important for construction universality because clearly an infinite configuration cannot be constructed by the constructor.
Self-reproducing register machine
When the register machine is combined with the construction arm, it becomes a constructor. We demonstrate a self-reproducing register machine M, which has three registers and a construction arm (see Fig. 21 ). The process of self-reproduction continues infinitely as follows. M starts to self-reproduce according to the blueprint stored in the register r 0 , upon receiving a signal from the path "Act." After the offspring is entirely constructed and the blueprint is copied to it through the data paths, M sends a signal to the offspring's "Act" and becomes silent. The offspring in its Fig. 21 . Self-reproducing register machine M equipped with three registers r i (i = 0, 1, 2) and a construction arm. The first register r 0 stores M's blueprint. An input signal to the path "Act" starts M to self-reproduce. M also has data paths to be connected to the offspring, through which the blueprint is copied and an activation signal is input. Fig. 22 . Program for M, in which two special commands a and b as well as the ordinary register commands are used in the loops construct and rewind to control the construction arm: they are simply transferred to the corresponding I/O paths of the arm and the exception is handled similarly to the register command (see Fig. 18 ). After rewinding the arm, the offspring's register r 0 is allowed to be accessed and incremented by the command r + 0 , which is used in copy for copying the blueprint. The program starts at the label Act and finishes by passing the program flow to Act' that will be connected to the offspring's Act.
turn will reproduce itself and activate its offspring in the same way, and so on. Though the machine is specialized in self-reproduction, it can be easily extended to a universal one (see [31] for the contents of the blueprint).
Since the machine M is a constructor represented by a finite configuration, there exists a certain finite sequence of construction signals that constructs M (with registers being empty). If an a-signal and a b-signal are encoded by the integers 1 and 2, respectively, the sequence of N signals is
where c i ∈ {1, 2} and the sequence is assumed to be interpreted as a correct series of construction sequences in Fig. 17 . Furthermore, the sequence can be represented by an integer called the description
which is initially stored in the register r 0 as a blueprint. The program for M is shown in Fig. 22 , and it can be transformed into an RE-circuit in a similar way to R 2x . Starting with the registers (r 0 , r 1 , r 2 ) = (D(M), 0, 0), the first loop dup makes duplicates of r 0 on both r 1 and r 2 , resulting in the registers (0, D(M), D(M) ). Then M goes to the main loop construct, in which r 1 /3 is calculated in r 0 and then the branch occurs depending on c = r 1 mod 3: if c = 1 (respectively 2), M sends a signal to the path a (b) of the construction arm and goes to restore; and if c = 0, which indicates the construction finishes, M goes to rewind. After processing the construct loop, we have the registers ( r 1 /3 , 0, r 2 ) . After the loop restore swaps r 0 and r 1 , M goes to construct again. Repeating construct and restore, M interprets the sequence of construction signals encoded in D(M) one by one and constructs the offspring (see Fig. 23(a) ).
When the construction signals are all processed, M goes to the loop rewind as mentioned above, and rewinds the construction arm by giving the sequence "b-a" to it repeatedly. As we cannot know if the construction signals M sent all have arrived to the tip of the arm due to the asynchronicity, the rewinding is required to complete the construction. The resulting registers are (0, 0, D(M) ), where r 2 saves the original blueprint (see Fig. 23(b) ). M then copies the content of r 2 to the offspring's r 0 through the data paths while in the loop copy. The self-reproduction then finishes, and the offspring is activated through the path "Act'."
Conclusions and discussion
In this paper, we proposed a computation-and construction-universal ACA with von Neumann neighborhood. Our model allows purely asynchronous updating in the sense that cells undergo transitions randomly in a parallel manner, without assumptions restricting the asynchronous updating method. We also showed that the ACA can be used to implement self-reproducing machines. The correctness of our model was confirmed with the aid of a GUI-based ACA simulation software, in which the transition rules and the configurations were implemented employing the stochastic updating method (e.g., see [41] ) with a wide range of updating probabilities.
The construction-universal ACA uses 6 cell states for computation and 9 states for construction, giving a total of 15 states. This number of cell states happens to be the same as that of an ACA in which Serizawa's 3-state CA is simulated by Lee's scheme [15] that needs n 2 + 2n states to simulate an n-state CA. We believe that the number of cell states required in our model can be further reduced, while universality is preserved, by reusing some of the states 1, 2, or 3-used here exclusively for signals-in cell configurations for DI primitives or the constructor. Likewise, an overlap of cell states for DI primitives and cell states for the constructor may be used to reduce the number of cell states. Though this may reduce the number of required transition rules as well, it causes designs of configurations and transition rules to be less transparent.
In our model, we have not dealt with parallelism in computation and construction, concentrating merely on universality. Requiring more cell states and transition rules, parallel computation can be achieved in our ACA by embedding DI modules that offer additional functionality, such as arbitration (see [21, 22] for more detail). In addition to parallelism in computation, we may consider parallelism in construction, unlike the serial method of construction in this paper. Promising in this respect may be an agent-based approach, in which the construction of a complicated configuration is achieved by dividing it recursively into several smaller problems, which are solvable even for small constructors-called agents-capable of merely simple constructions. Implementing this idea as an algorithm executable on ACAs will require further research.
Appendix A. Transition rules for construction arm
The rules required for the generation and transmission of the construction signals are listed in Table A The transition rules used for arm extension are listed in Table A. 2. The first a-signal changes the state of the tip cell into state c (see Fig. A.3) . If the next signal is an a-signal (sequence "a-a"), it results in an instant operation in which the arm is extended straight ahead by one cell (see Fig. A.4) . If the next is a b-signal (sequence "a-b"), the tip cell assumes state e and the arm waits a subsequent signal (see Fig. A.5) . Depending on the next signal a or b (sequence "a-b-a" or "a-b-b"), the arm is extended rightwards or leftwards, respectively (see Fig. A.6 ). The rules for withdrawal and construction are listed in Table A. 3. The sequence "b-a" performs withdrawal of the arm (see Figs. A.7 and A.8) . If the arm has already been rewound, the a-signal of the sequence "b-a" results in an acknowledge signal from the path b, unlike the usual acknowledge signal from path a accompanying the generation of an a-signal (see Fig. A.8(d) and also Fig. A.1(a) ). After the sequence "b-b" (see Fig. A.9) , the construction signal a respectively b (sequences "b-b-a" respectively "b-b-b") constructs states 4 respectively 5, after which the arm is withdrawn by one cell (see Fig. A.10) . 
